102AWARD WINNERS IN 27CATEGORIES

THE FINEST KIT YOU CAN BUY
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AWARDS 2016 STEREO SPEAKERS

BEST STANDMOUNT £800-£1200
REVEL CONCERTA2 M16 £950
Like Its confectlonary
namesake. Revel seems to
have all the ingredients for
success: in this case. well made. solidly
engineered and. in our experience.
good·sounding products.
So we're surprised the nearly two·
decade·old speaker brand (owned by
Harman) hasn't made a bigger impact
on the UK market. If it needed a
kickstart. though. the Ml6s from the
new Qmcerta2 series could provide it.

But most impressive of all is the
enthusiastic way they deUver large·scale
dynamics. The Ml6s pound out
crescendos with relish. refusing to
harden up or compress the music even
at high volume levels.

Ruthless edge

Spicing it up

The Revels may be 37cm tall. but you'd
swear you were listening to decently
sized noorstanders. Lows are not only
powerful but agile and tuneful too.
Subtlety prevails as we play Dusty
Springfield. that superbly integrated

At face value. t hey l ook pretty

midrange communicating her voe.al \Vith

standard: single-wired. medium-sized
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Explore further t hough. and it's clear the
company's engineers have worked hard to spice
things up. The unusual dished waveguide
controls the directivity of the tweeter. making
its dispersion closer to the mic!Jbass unit at

crossover freQuencies and enhances integration.
Furthermore. the aluminium cone in the
mid}bass driver is coated on both sides with a
ceramic composite for extra stiffness; both drive
units have highl y developed motor systems to
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minimise a range of distortions: the rear firing
port is curved. rather than straight. to deliver
high output without adding noise.
The pay-off is palpable upon first listen to
Tchaikovsky's demanding MarcM Slave Op.31.
the MIGs rendering an impressively expansive,
open stereo image, and popul ating it with
precisely focused sounds.

all the finesse and passion it deserves.
A ruthless edge means they can be
easily provoked by bright or aggressive
partnering kit. But while they aren't t he
last word in refinement, they entertain in a

way few price rivals c.an. That's \vhy \Ve think

they're worth £950 of anyone's money.
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liloice, but they entertain in

BEST STANDMOUNT £1200-£1500
ATC SCMll £1200
We don't know which will come first:
U2's split or the What Hi·Fi? Awards
issue where something other than
ATC SCMll takes a prize. but we'd hedge our
bets at the former.
Over the multi ple revie\YS we've written of

the speakers' incarnati ons in t he past decade.
they've faced more competition than budget
a irJines have. yet still manage to u ndermine any
rival t hey go up against. Just when you think a
new £1000-odd standmounter is really getting
to the core of a piece of music. the ATCscome out
of storage to prove t hey can peel away another
layer a nd deliver even greater transparency.

Changing gears
They aren't the bubbliest speaker out there or
capable of the deepest bass (partly due to the
cl osed-box design). but their unrivalled levels of
subtl ety and resolution seal the deal.
They draw you into t he ambient
instrumentals that open Band of Horses' Dull
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Times/The Moon from the first
dragging synth note. their big,
spacious presentation full of
lush textures and sweeping
dynamics. They're capable of
picking out each intertwining
musical strand. and their 15cm
mid/ bass driver and 25mm
soft·dome work to deliver in an
integrated and coordinated
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manner.

The echo attached to the
meandering vocal is captured.
and there's the weight. attack
and agility across the frequency
range to change gear as t he
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track t ransit ions from swooning

orchestration to an energetic rock jam vibe.

Totally enamoured
F'rankly. the ATCs fit t he mould of any track
we feed it, from Atoms for Peace to Massive
Attack. via Eminem: at every tum the ATCs
demonstrate an extraordinary l evel of precision.
The whole frequency range is superbly
controlled. yet it never gets too analytical. As
easy as it is to pick out all the separate elements
of a track. these speakers manage to knit

Another prize for the
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ATC SCMlls - but still
no news on U2's spht

everything into a cohesive. musical whole.
1rs hard not to be totally enamoured by the
ATC SCMUs. For the money. t hey seem to do
everything right - and their solid curved
cabinets l ook the pan too. When i t comes to
speakers. or even hi-fi kit in general. there are
few better ways to spend £1200.

